Edinburgh International Book Festival 2022

The Blackford Event Giveaway
Maggie O’Farrell: Renaissance Woman
29th August 2022, 17:30-18:30
Central Hall, Edinburgh
Terms & Conditions:
Five winners will receive two tickets to Maggie O’Farrell: Renaissance Woman on
Monday 29th August, 17:30-18:30 at Central Hall, Edinburgh and two copies of
Maggie’s latest novel, The Marriage Portrait, following its release on 30th August.
• No purchase necessary.
• Closing date: 11.59pm, 12th August 2022.
• Winners will be notified via LinkedIn Messaging by 16th August 2022.
• Only one entry per person will be accepted.
• Entrants may not win more than one prize.
• Prizes are non-transferable with no cash alternatives, and subject to availability.
• Blackford reserves the right to amend the specification of the prize or offer an
alternative and in exceptional circumstances may withdraw the giveaway without
notice.
• Open to all, except employees of Blackford and their families and anyone else
connected to the giveaway.
• Entrants must be aged 16 or over.
• Entrants agree to Blackford using their details in post-competition publicity. Your
details will not be used for any other purpose or shared with any third parties.
• Winners will be contacted via LinkedIn Messages and your email address will be
required to organise details for ticket allocation etc.
• In the event of a winner not responding within 5 days, we reserve the right to
allocate the prize to another winner or withdraw the prize. Unsuccessful entrants
will not be contacted.
• Blackford accepts no responsibility for entries that are incomplete, incorrect or
fail to reach Blackford by closing date for any reason. Automatically generated
entries or entries via third parties are invalid and shall not be considered.
• Blackford’s decision is final, and no correspondence will be entered into.
• Blackford will only use your email address and any other personal information as
outlined in our privacy policy.

